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This book is an interactive travel journal and memento of South Africa with text that is designed to

give an instant overview of a region and encourage research. Based on the classic itinerary from

Cape Town to Johannesburg to the Northern Cape (with forays into Mozambique and Swaziland). It

can be used by travellers on their own or on escorted tours, learners and educators in the travel

industry, agents assisting would be travellers and anyone who wants a concise explanation of a

unique and beautiful region. The author, a tour director in Southern Africa for over two decades, has

based the content on the expressed interests and needs of the thousands of curious travellers with

whom he has worked. Different than other guides, part memory/book/scrapbook and part narrative,

this is the commentary every passionate traveler wants: written as if in his or her own voice, filled

with pictures and maps, with room for postcards and personal notes.
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Robert Mattner has succeeded in introducing the reader to South Africa in a clear,concise way, from

his Cities at a Glance pages to the South African time line. The maps are great in helping the

traveler see where one is in relation to the rest of the country. If you have never been to South

Africa, this is a must have traveling companion before and during your trip. It is incredible how many

facts and details are at the readers' fingertips.I had the pleasure of being on a tour of South Africa

where Robert Mattner was the guide. He made the trip interesting and informative to

everyone--including our 14-year old granddaughter. He was open to arranging additional side trips

where there was interest and he considered each traveler's interests and needs. This book helped



me recall the trip and the many points of interest and experiences that were no longer fresh in my

own mind,Although I returned with a great deal of information, I would have trouble finding all of the

bits and pieces today. With the pictures, diary entries and friendship list all in one place, this

organizational dilemma will be solved for future South African travelers.

I left South Africa 30 years ago, This book brought back all the wonderful memories I have of this

beautiful country. This book is a must for anyone wanting to learn about, or travel in South Africa. It

is written in a fun and interesting way. I love the interactive activities in the book and how you can

keep track of your vacation there. It is very informative, tells you the history of the country and the

current events. Thank you Robert and Mary Mattner for coming up with this interesting travel guide

and lovely photos.

I do a lot of travelling, and feel at times travel books fail to capture my attention. This Book however

did that and more. Not only is it infromative, it was fun to have. The section where you can collect

contacts and emails of people you meet on your advetures is such usefull tool,and helps me keep

from loosing contact of the interesting and wonderfully people i have meet on my journey. I also like

the useful hints blogs on the pages. The aurther Robert hit it on the head with this book, giving you

loads of information and useful ways to see South Africa. I cant wait to use it on the Mozambique

leg of my trip.There is are sections where you can insert pictures and write journal entries about

what you experienced on certain days, a true journal format and a great way to keep your trip

memories fresh in you mind.I would recommend this book to anyone travelling to SA and it is written

by a ventran of the tourist industry in SA so you know you are getting good inside inforamtion.
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